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	Ever wondered how all the great-looking, feature packed, amazing Joomla! sites are made? Would you like to add image transitions, popups, scrolls, AJAX forms, image galleries, no-page reloads to your website, but are worried that they will be difficult to implement? To make any Joomla! site look more professional, interactive, and interesting you need the ease and power of jQuery.


	This book will help you to use the jQuery library with the Joomla! CMS. It will take you through adding jQuery functionality to the Joomla! CMS and show how to use it to make the modules and themes more dynamic, interactive, and responsive, and add effects to your Joomla! site. The book starts by showing a plain Joomla! site without any JavaScript enhancement or features, then accompanies you through the process of site enhancement.


	First you will learn how to make use of third-party extensions to include jQuery features into your site. These can be image galleries, jQuery powered menus, tooltips, and many, many more. Later on you will learn how to modify your template to add some features to your Joomla! site, You will also learn to build your own jQuery-powered Joomla! extensions, and how to pack them so that you can use them in any project you like. Further, you will learn to create your own modules and components.


	By the end of this book, you will have learned how to enhance any Joomla! site with JavaScript and jQuery.


	Build impressive Joomla! Sites with jQuery, from third-party extensions to development


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Add an image slideshow, image popups, and a gallery to our site
	
		Organize your site content in different tabs, articles, and slideshows and improve its search capability with AJAX searching
	
		Enhance your site with third-party features, codehighlight, Flicker, and more using Joomla! Plugins
	
		Build a dropdown menu with some amazing effects
	
		Refactor and remove unnecessary library loads
	
		Master the technique of coding directly on the template, parallax, scrolls, and tooltips
	
		Build your first Joomla! module, a jQuery powered contact form
	
		Develop a full module or component extension, with some bits of jQuery
	
		Solve usability problems



	Approach


	This book is a tutorial with step-by-step instructions, packed with practical code examples, images, advice, and ideas.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a PHP developer who is working with Joomla!, this book is for you. It is also aimed at web designers who want to add JavaScript elements, using jQuery, to their Joomla! sites, themes, modules, and other extensions.


	A basic knowledge of web development and Joomal! is required. Some knowledge of JavaScript would certainly be a bonus. No knowledge of jQuery is required.
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Information Security Management Handbook, Volume 7Auerbach Publications, 2013

	Updated annually, the Information Security Management Handbook, Sixth Edition, Volume 7 is the most comprehensive and up-to-date reference available on information security and assurance. Bringing together the knowledge, skills, techniques, and tools required of IT security professionals, it facilitates the up-to-date understanding...
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Mastering Bird Photography: The Art, Craft, and Technique of Photographing Birds and Their BehaviorRocky Nook, 2019

	In Mastering Bird Photography: The Art, Craft, and Technique of Photographing Birds and Their Behavior, acclaimed bird photographer and author Marie Read shares techniques and stories behind her compelling images, offering fresh insights into making successful bird photographs, whether you’re out in the field or in the comfort...
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Programming 32-bit Microcontrollers in C: Exploring the PIC32 (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2008
The FIRST book on Microchip's latest and greatest 32-bit architecture: the PIC32 written by a true Microchip insider!     

       *Just months after the introduction of the new generation of 32-bit PIC microcontrollers, a Microchip insider and acclaimed author takes you by hand at the exploration of the PIC32

*Free CD-ROM...
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Foundations of Green IT: Consolidation, Virtualization, Efficiency, and ROI in the Data CenterPrentice Hall, 2009
“This book comprehensively discusses design considerations for the truly energy efficient data center.”
Scott Davis, Chief Data Center Architect, Office of the CTO, VMware, Inc.
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IBM Pseries Sizing And Capacity Planning: A Practical Guide (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook offers a comprehensive guide to properly size and plan the capacity of IBM eServer pSeries systems. It discusses the major hardware, software, benchmarks, and various tools used in the sizing and capacity planning process.

This Redbook is suitable for professionals who want to gain a better understanding of how to size...
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Intelligent Mobile Projects with TensorFlow: Build 10+ Artificial Intelligence apps using TensorFlow Mobile and Lite for iOS, Android, and Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create Deep Learning and Reinforcement Learning apps for multiple platforms with TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Build TensorFlow-powered AI applications for mobile and embedded devices
	
			Learn modern AI topics such as computer vision, NLP, and deep reinforcement learning

...
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